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Introduction
In the game of cat and mouse between threat actors and the information security
community, every new advancement in security technology and technique leads to
an effort by adversaries to solve or evade it. Anti-virus led to the rise of polymorphic
malware and malware factories. Web URL filters and proxy blacklists resulted in
burner domains and the use of compromised whitelisted sites for malware hosting.
Network IDS / IPS led to encrypted command and control traffic and off-network
attacks against end users.
The latest development in advanced attacks is an evolution in malware that
Invincea has observed across many of our 2 million customer endpoints: “just-intime” (JIT), on-host assembly of malware. This novel approach compromises
systems while evading detection from network sandbox and traditional endpoint
security solutions. JIT malware is unlike traditional self-contained Trojans that are
installed as executables via drive-by download exploits, email attachments, or social
engineering. Instead, JIT malware uses techniques borrowed from late-binding
compilers to assemble a malware executable on the target endpoint itself in order
to evade network sandbox analysis. In addition, the tactics employ native Windows
components from the target machine to assemble the payload, thus borrowing
utilities from the victim system in order to compromise it. This is useful in evading
endpoint white-listing approaches that allow only approved programs to run.
Most network sandbox offerings, such as FireEye, look for executables in network
traffic in order to copy or remove them and “detonate” them within a sandbox to
determine their potential for harm. Threat actors are now having great success in
evading network sandbox, IPS, and traditional endpoint security solutions with this
multi-stage delivery / JIT assembly approach.
Network solutions are largely blind to these attacks because there is no single
payload entering from the outside that looks or acts malicious—only fragments of
code that individually appear innocent, or to a network monitoring system, appear
as blobs of bits. There are no PE headers in the downloaded code to indicate when
to begin capture, nor an executable within the network payload that can be
extracted and examined later.
Endpoint threat detection solutions are also fooled because the run-time assembly
of code takes advantage of standard Windows files and applications, most of which
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would be whitelisted by process monitoring and application control security tools.
With this new technique, malware has now succeeded in using the Windows
platform to turn itself against the user. The use of powershell.exe, host scripting, and
VBScript assembly, coupled with vulnerabilities in common applications and
browser plugins such as Flash, are prime elements that enable this technique.
Figure 1 illustrates the lifecycle of on-host JIT malware assembly. Like most
compromise, it begins with an application exploit, typically the browser or a plug-in
such as Adobe Flash. Typically some portion of the payload is downloaded with the
exploit and retained in memory. Command shell or other scripting engines on host
are used to begin to assemble the various code snippets together, employing
crypto primitives such as XOR techniques.

Figure 1: How JIT malware assembly works

At this point the payload is launched. Depending on the sophistication of the attack,
it can be dropped to disk as an executable and launched, or in some cases launched
within memory.
Notably, the attacks presented herein were detected and blocked in real-time by
Invincea when all other network and endpoint security controls – including network
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sandbox, next-generation firewall, network IPS / IDS, Web URL filtering and proxy,
email gateway, threat intelligence feed, anti-virus, and other security technologies –
failed. As the ultimate layer of protection, Invincea is relied on to stop the threats
that evaded other defense-in-depth layers.
Our results show that these JIT malware assembly techniques are evading advanced
enterprise network controls as easily as they compromise small businesses. Perhaps
more startling is that these techniques are being used by cyber criminals via
malvertising campaigns, not just sophisticated nation-state adversaries. In other
words, enterprises that have invested millions in Security Operations Centers and
network monitoring and analysis tools are as easily breached by these techniques as
small business and home users who have no security infrastructure.
We now examine a few examples of JIT malware that use Windows components to
assemble advanced malware directly onto the host.

Dridex Weaponized Word Document via Phishing
Figure 2 shows the forensic information captured on a recent JIT malware attack
that Invincea blocked. In step 1, a spear-phishing email containing a weaponized
Word document is sent to a user. The Word document is empty except for
fragments of Visual Basic Scripting and code that will launch macros when the
document is opened. Upon opening, Upatre, a notorious 1st stage installer Trojan, is
assembled using VBScript (a native Windows scripting utility). In step 2, the exploit
writes the script (GygywefgyFU.vbs) to a temp directory and then runs Wscript.exe,
the Windows Scripting Host application located in the System32 directory, to
execute the VBScript file. This assembles the Dridex banking information stealing
Trojan. Sample VB scripts from Dridex can be found here. In step 3, VBScript
communicates with a command and control site (91.226.93.110:80) to download an
encoded DLL file, which gets decoded by the original VBScript file. The final binary
of 1233211.exe is then assembled from these components and written to disk. A
different command and control site is notified, and the final Trojan is then launched.
You can see more information on this Trojan at VirusTotal.
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[Container] refers to the
Invincea secure virtual
container, which is protecting
this endpoint. The attacker
cannot access data in the
underlying file system or
perform malicious actions
against the underlying host.
All actions shown in the
container are merely taking
place against a copy of a small
subset of the file system. The
attacker is unable to persist
malware or take other
malicious steps against the
actual endpoint and its file
system.

Figure 2: Wscript.exe is used to deliver malicious payload from VBScript
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Dyreza Weaponized Word Document via Phishing
This next instance uses a similar JIT strategy to assemble malware on the host. As
above, this phishing attack delivered a weaponized Word document with
embedded VBScript usage. However, this one opens a command shell on the host
and immediately executes the Ping command, likely to validate that it has
permissions to execute commands from within the System32 directory. Next, it calls
on the CHCP command, which is a Microsoft utility to validate the current language
character set of the host. This enables it to target specific language and keyboard
sets. For instance, if the intended victims were Russian, this check would validate
that Cyrillic was the current language and keyboard in use.
After language validation, the malware calls the Windows utility Cscript.exe, a
command line scripting utility similar to Wscript. Cscript echoes an output of the
VBScript and batch files needed to assemble the routine to download malware from
a command and control location. The malware needs to install this binary without
alerting the end user that something is happening in the background. This is where
the powershell.exe command comes into play.

Figure 3: Cscript, CHCP, and Powershell are used to install Dyreza malware
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The Powershell command includes a switch to install the malware without alerting
the end user. This bypass is noted by Microsoft here.

Detailed forensic intelligence
on the attack, which was
blocked by Invincea

Figure 4: Powershell compiling the Dyreza binary from the temp directory, bypassing
Execution Policy

Two additional payloads are delivered from the command and control site. The two
executables according to the logs in Figure 3 are 8.exe and 444.jpg. This malware is
summarized at VirusTotal.

Malvertising Exploit Kit on eBay UK Delivers Backdoor Trojan
Malvertising is the delivery of malicious exploits and malware through online
advertising. Unlike other types of attacks, malvertising doesn’t require the user to
click on a link or download anything. Fessleak may have been the first malvertiser to
use the JIT tactics of a scripting attack coupled with a Flash overflow exploit to
compile a binary on his victims’ systems. Similar malvertising attacks by Fessleak
and others are still taking place around the world, and even high-profile websites
such as ebay.co.uk are susceptible to malvertising delivery via third-party ad
networks. It is important to note that the websites on which malvertising appears,
such as eBay, are largely unaware that their sites are being used by malicious
advertisers to drop malware on their visitors, and most have no control over this,
because attackers abuse the third-party advertising networks and manipulate Real
Time Ad Bidding (RTB) to deliver exploits through ad windows.
In the logs in Figure 5, a victim visited eBay’s UK site and was hit with a malvertising
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attack. The attack was delivered via a Flash advertising window, which spawned a
CMD shell. This shell used an echo command to effectively write out the malware,
coupling the echo commands to fill in gaps in a separately hosted JavaScript file,
shown below as wtm.js. Finally, Wscript was called to complete the binary
compilation and launch the resulting Trojan backdoor. This JIT attack has three
components: the Flash overflow, the hosted JavaScript, and the Windows scripting.

Figure 5: CMD scripting via echo commands and Wscript usage to install the Trojan

The CMD shell and echo commands are detailed in the following screenshot.

Figure 6: Echo commands from the Flash overflow, which calls on a separately hosted
JavaScript file to compile malware
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And finally, a screenshot of the Wscript command:

Figure 7: The Wscript commands to activate the external JavaScript file

Most of these attacks create malware whose hashes have never been seen by any
anti-virus vendor, and as such, are rarely detectable by AV on the endpoint during
the first days/weeks of an attack. However, a similar malvertising attack occurring
on ViewMixed.com delivered similar malware that is summarized at VirusTotal.

CryptoWall Malvertising Dropped on Zillow Users
In the event logs in Figure 8 below, a visitor to Zillow.com, the popular real estate
site, encountered an ad window that delivered a Flash overflow exploit. This exploit
scripted an attack that assembled malware onto the endpoint and gave it the same
name as the Windows cab file installer, MSIEXEC.exe, a typically whitelisted file
name. This program in turn called several other native Windows utilities and
services which eventually attempted to encrypt all files on the local host. This attack
makes the most extensive use of native Windows service utilities that Invincea has
observed, with the ultimate goal of rendering the system completely inoperable.
Endpoints running Invincea, however, remained secure and unaffected.
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Figure 8: CryptoWall malvertising that used MSIexec and Svchost.exe from Windows System

Figure 9 shows how the Flash overflow modified the system registry and launched
the fake MSIexec installer. All attempted changes were isolated in the Invincea
container and could not persist.
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Figure 9: MSIexec is called to install ransomware

Next, the malware disabled the System Restore capability in the system registry.
Without the ability to automatically recover, the victim would be more likely to pay
the ransom.

Figure 10: Explorer is used to disable System Restore

The malware also accessed the Windows Shadow Copy utility, VSSAdmin.exe. The
shadow copy is the last known good copy of the Windows core file system and
registry settings, created and maintained automatically by Windows and commonly
referred to as the “Last Good Copy.” By deleting the shadow backup copy of
Windows, the victim would be more likely to pay the ransom.
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Figure 11: Explorer is used to access the VSSAdmin utility to wipe all shadow copies

This malware is programmed to wait for five minutes before encrypting the drive. It
then accesses another Windows utility, this time using notepad.exe to display a
message that the user’s files are encrypted and to demand a ransom payment to
decrypt the files. Again, Invincea isolated all malicious activity; the underlying
system and data were secure and untouched.

Figure 12: Notepad is called from the System32 directory to notify the victim of the encrypted
files and to demand a ransom
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Conclusion
In these examples, advanced attacks used a variety of Just-In-Time late-binding
tactics to assemble their malware on Windows endpoints, and each attack used
components of Windows System32 or System64 against its victims. These are not
vulnerabilities in the operating system; in fact, these utilities are doing exactly what
they are supposed to do. But the exploitation of vulnerable endpoint applications
has allowed Windows components to be used for nefarious purposes. Using antivirus to defend against such attacks has proven a failure. Monitoring the use of
these processes on hosts would be ineffective as well, since these legitimate utilities
are used so frequently. In addition, deleting these system utilities would be
detrimental to the endpoint, severely limiting or disabling the functionality of the
host. Moreover, real damage would have already been done to these endpoints by
the time an attack could be detected.
How can an organization defend against threats that slip past perimeter defenses
and enlist Windows itself in the attack? Only advanced endpoint protection that
isolates vulnerable applications without impacting end users can address this
challenge. Detection is not enough. Containing the attack in real-time and
preventing compromise are essential. In these examples, Invincea users were
continuously protected and were able to wipe away malware effortlessly,
eliminating any trace of the attacks. With the rapid growth of JIT malware attacks,
every enterprise security team must determine its risk exposure and what security
controls it will employ to address the threat.
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